Wushu Debuts
at Taipei
2017 Summer
Universiade
Wushu debuted at the 29th Summer Universiade Games in Taipei, Chinese Taipei on August 26,
becoming part of FISU’s exciting international, biennial multi-sport event for university athletes. At
the Universiade, more than 7,734 young athletes from 21 sports and 134 nations converged in the
spirit of friendship, fair play and competition. These budding citizens of the world celebrated global
sport culture, and for the first time wushu became an official part of that celebration.
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The “Universiade” is the name for these world
university games, derived from the words
“University” and “Olympiade.” It’s organized by
the International University Sports Federation
(FISU) as the premier international sporting
event for college athletes. IWUF signed a
cooperation agreement with FISU in 2015,
and it was with deep determination that IWUF
actively pursued getting wushu accepted into
these games.
The President of Chinese Taipei Wushu
Association, Yang Mei Jung, remarked, “We
would like to thank the IWUF, FISU and LOC
for their support in getting wushu into the
Universiade, which is also sometimes called
the “minor Olympics.” It was a very difficult
task, and the local government officials in
Chinese Taipei also extended great support
to this effort as well, for which we are grateful.
Having wushu in the Universiade is not only
meaningful to us, but also to global wushu
development. It is a milestone.”

The Wushu Games Begin

In all, 144 young athletes from 29 countries
and regions participated in the Universiade’s
debut wushu competition. From August 2629, fans poured into the Hsinchu County
Gymnasium to enjoy taolu in the mornings and
sanda in the evenings. Athletes welcomed
the afternoon to train, rest, and socialize in
the Athletes Village where they mingled with
their sporting contemporaries from around
the world; this experience became one of the
event’s real highlights for the Universiade
wushu athletes, just as it was for the athletes
of the Beijing 2008 Wushu Tournament nearly
a decade ago.
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On the morning of the August 26th the gymnasium was filled with
melodies, grace and power as women’s taijiquan became the first
event to greet an enthusiastic local audience – an audience that roared
when Chinese Taipei athlete Yi-Ying Chen stepped onto the carpet and
showed her magic. While China’s Mengyao Wu snatched first place,
Chen won the hearts of her local fans and happily took third, edging out
Malaysia’s Lu Yi Chan by just a few points.

With the stadium warmed up and wushu
appetites whetted, the first round of sanda
enlivened Saturday night. It was soon clear that
Iran and China would dominate this event, but
strong contenders from Korea, Chinese Taipei,
Philippines, Russia and Kazakhstan would
challenge this hegemony.

Next, men’s taijijian offered a bit of déjà vu, as China’s Fanhui Kong
won first place, and Yu-Wei Chen from Chinese Taipei took third, with
Malaysia’s Choon How Lohgrabbing second place this time.
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Sunday started off with a lively
women’s nandao competition, where
China’s Liuyan Lai seized the top
spot with an impressive score of 9.58.
Men’s nangun kept the action fast and
furious, and Chinese Taipei’s Kai-Kuei
Hsu brought down the house with
the top score. Next on deck camethe
ever-popular changquan competition,
starting with the men’s category,
where another Chinese Taipei athlete,
Tse-min Tsai, brought forth a new
eruption of cheers and applause from
the stands. His electric performance
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slid him into first place ahead of Korea
and Iran, but he was soon knocked
into second by Russia’s elegantly
powerful Pavel Muratov, scoring a
9.45 to win silver. However, it would
be Mengnan Li from China whose
sparkling performance saw the highest
score, 9.55, and the gold medal. The
audience, to be sure, could not have
been more thrilled to see the bronze
medal go to their local athlete Tsai.
The morning’s finale came with
women’s changquan, and a new
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battle for supremacy began all over
again. Here some serious star
power came into play from Ukraine,
Indonesia and Iran, but it was the
most seasoned athletes – all former
world champions – who would
dominate. Russia’s consummate star
Sandra Konstantinova took the lead
with a 9.35, but Macau’s Yi Li soon
followed, and blazed her way into first
place with 9.51. The lovely Ayaka
Honda gave a polished and inspired
performance to seize third place.

Day 2
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Day 3
On the third day of competition the battle
for the combined taijiquan and taijijian
medals would conclude. Fanhui Kong took
first place in men’s taijiquan with a 9.67,
followed by Hong Kong’s Jiahong Zhuang
(9.52), and Ryo Murakami of Japan placing
third (9.48.) But when the dust cleared – or
rather when the taijiquan and taijijian scores
combined – the gold medal went to Fanhui
Kong (China), silver to Yu-Wei Chen of
Chinese Taipei, and bronze to Choon How
Loh of Malaysia.
The hometown team’s “silver lining” echoed
again in the women’s combined taiji
medals, as China’s Menyao Wu took gold,
Yi-Ying Chen of Chinese Taipei took silver,
and Uen Ying J Mok, of Hong Kong, took
bronze. A media frenzy rushed the press
room after the medal ceremony, with a
mass of local reporters from Chinese Taipei
covering their gloried athletes.
The subsequent competitions of the
morning brought thrilling weapons action to
the gym as women’s qiangshu and men’s
daoshu got underway. Qiangshu’s star
studded cast offered the usual beautiful yet
contrasting spear styles of reigning wushu
champs, and it was not entirely surprising
to see Yi Li (Macau, China) take first place,
Heeju Seo (Korea) take second, and Emily
Fan (USA) gracefully leap into third place.
Daoshu thrilled the audience equally,
especially first place winner Mengnan
Li, who received a whopping 9.67 for
his dazzling routine. Ilias Khusnutdinov
displayed typical elite Russian power and
style for second place (9.44), and Iran’s
Amir Mohammedrezaei won over the
crowd, and the judges, for third place.
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The morning of August 29th unfolded
exciting drama in the denoument
of the combined nanquan&nangun
competition. Sunday’s nangun
event had brought cheers and
shouts from a very engaged Taipei
audience as local hero Kai-Kuei
Hsu battled his way to first place
with a 9.62, edging out Macau and
Korea. Two days later, his fans
held their breath as the nanquan
began, seeing if Hsu could equal his
nangun performance to take gold
in the combined events. Hsu was
sixth in the order, and he came out
to the carpet on fire. He seemed to
inhale the energy of the audience,
and gave an electric, nearly flawless
performance. But chasing him were
Calvin Wai Leong Lee of Malaysia,
Japan’s Y. Asayama, and Macau’s
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Junhua Huang, all of who also had
high scores from the nangun event.
Huang was in top form, and edged
Hsu out in the nanquan earning
a 9.57 – but it wasn’t enough to
surpass Hsu’s combined score, and
the Chinese Taipei athlete seized the
day – and the gold medal. A joyful
Chinese Taipei team and onlookers
watched as Hsu proudly rose to the
top podium and became Chinese
Taipei’s golden wushu hero of the
Universiade.
The battle for the women’s southern
style events was likewise hard
fought, though none could overtake
China’s Liuyan Lai for gold. Malaysia,
Russia and Iran vied for second and
third, and ultimately Cheong Ming
Tan of Malaysia won silver, and the
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powerfully elegant Fatemeh Heidari
of Iran took bronze.

Day 4

Jianshu and qiangshu saw a return
of popular wushu athletes who
have graced the medal podiums
over the past several years at toplevel events from the World Wushu
Championships to the Taolu Cup.
Fans warmed greatly to wushu
favorites Yi Li (Macau, China), Ayaka
Honda (Japan), Emily Fan (USA), Elif
Akyuz (Turkey), Heeju Seo (Korea),
and Liudmyla Temna (Ukraine.),
Yi Li took gold with her powerful
performances, Heeju Seo, won silver
with beautiful style, and from USA,
Emily Fan filled the gymnasium with
her joyful, expressive, energetic
performance to win bronze.
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Sanda Finals

The last day of competition’s sanda
finals is always a crowd pleaser,
and the audience in the gymnasium
anticipated an evening of topnotch action that evening. The
two women’s matches may have
stolen the show, especially the 52kg
opening 3-round battle between
Korea’s Hyebin Kim and Iran’s
Arezou Salimighalehtaki, which
turned into a real nail-biter. Kim won
the first round with her daunting
kicks, and the Iranian fighter took
round 2 with relentless takedowns.
The fighters were well matched, and
Kim finally edged out her opponent
in points in round 3 to win the gold.
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The second woman’s final, 60kg,
saw an amped up crowd cheering on
Chinese Taipei fighter Yi-Ju Lin as
she fought China’s Xianting Jiang.
The crowd roared as Lin took down
her opponent multiple times, but
Jiang prevailed on points to win the
match in two rounds.
Men’s 52kg event saw China’s Peng
Yuan initially get knocked down
by tough Philippines fighter Jomar
Balangui, but Peng prevailed to
win on points in two rounds. In the
60kg division Fuxiang Zhao from
China landed a near-knockout punch
to his opponent from Iran, Erfan
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Ahangarian, at first, but the Iranian’s
strong wrestling skills proved too
daunting to handle, as he took
down the Chinese fighter time after
time on his way to gold. His Iranian
teammate in the 70kg division,
Jafar Shirzadeh Popraghlo, likewise
dispatched a valiant and feisty
Ruslan Libirov from Kazakhstan
with deeply impressive throwing and
wrestling skills to claim victory. The
last fight of the evening saw 80kg
Iranian fighter Hamid Reza Ladvar
dispatch his Chinese opponent
Shengnan Li with ease.
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What the Universiade Means to Wushu

Adding the Universiade to IWUF’s
family of events has a deeper and
more implicit meaning for wushu
athletes than merely having one
more competition to win medals at.
For many, university is a profound
transition period in their wushu
careers. Some may chose to focus
more on their academics, and for
them, the Universiade may be their
last wushu competition – which makes
it a meaningful, perhaps bittersweet,
milestone and marker in their lives if
they are retiring from the sport.
For others who will continue on in
wushu, the Universiade offers a
coming of age experience, a bridge to
help take determined and dedicated
athletes to the next level. For many,
it’s also a bridge between the World
Junior Wushu Championships and
the World Wushu Championships as
athletes transition from accomplished
junior athletes to more polished adults
on a world stage.
With this event adding a new
landscape to the wushu journey,
many athletes also found a sense of
community in Chinese Taipei unique
to the Universaide. Japan’s Ayaka
Honda commented on this, reflecting,
“I felt a strong sense of friendship and
respect that really went beyond the
individual national teams. Since each
country could send only 4 athletes
to this competition, we all had very
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small teams, and it was difficult to
cheer loudly enough for our own
fellow athletes to hear. With my first
event, changquan, there was only one
teammate who could cheer for me
since we also had male nanquan and
changquan on that day. But when I
walked onto the carpet, I heard many
people screaming my name, loudly
cheering for me – it was definitely
more than one person! After the
performance, I found out that the other
teams there were cheering together
for me. I really cried, because I was
happy to see those friendships were
so deep, and feel all the respect. The
athletes from other teams may be
rivals in competition, but at the same
time, the goal to stand on the top of
the podium is the same. We all try
so hard to achieve the same goal.
The sportsmanship that I saw at this
competition was so valuable, and I
hope this kind of sportsmanship will be
continued in every future competition.”
For USA star athlete Emily Fan, the
Universiade was an emotional finale
to the wushu odyssey she began
as a child as she retires to focus
full-time on her college studies at
Berkeley. She says, “The Universiade
in Chinese Taipei was one of the
best experiences of my life, mainly
because I knew it would be the last
international competition of my wushu
career. What made it even more
special was I would be competing
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alongside my teammate, and one of
my best friends, Wesley Huie. We
competed in our first world competition
in 2008 in Indonesia, and competing
together felt like it all came full circle.
It was also an amazing experience
to be living in the athletes village and
interacting with athletes of different
sports and countries!”

"For IWUF this first Universiade wushu event
is also deeply significant in making wushu
a part of a global multi-sport games, and
offering the opportunity to promote wushu
to a broader audience."

For IWUF this first Universiade wushu
event is also deeply significant in
making wushu a part of a global
multi-sport games, and offering the
opportunity to promote wushu to a
broader audience.
Iwan Kwok, FISU Technical Director
for the 2017 Universiade, and
Technical Committee Member of
IWUF, remarked, “As Technical
Delegate for this Universaide, I
greatly appreciated the guidance
from FISU and the LOC, as well as
the unwavering support from IWUF
that contributed to the success of this
prestigious event. I think the 2017
Universiade in Taipei is a success
for all of us. It is undoubtedly another
important step in developing wushu
sport globally, and the added value of
this Universiade is also a continued
legacy of sportsmanship and fair play,
which we saw in abundance here.”
After awarding the final sanda medals,
Executive Vice President Anthony
Goh remarked, “It is exciting to see

that wushu is getting into another major multi-sport games, and it is special because
we are reaching out to people that offer great potential. University students make up
an elite part of society, and they will pursue diverse careers and travel many paths in
the world. Wushu will help them to grow, and they in turn will help the sport grow into
different segments of society. The Universiade offers our young athletes an opportunity
to succeed in sport on a global level, and will also help maintain their competition career.
This unique experience in one of the most respected universal games may likely even
mold the person they will yet become.”
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2018 World University
Wushu Championships
August 2-5, 2018
Macau, China
The World University Wushu Championships is a single sport competition organized for
university athletes under the International University Sports Federation (FISU) World
University Championships Sports Programme.
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wushu and olympics

IWUF’s Path to
the Olympics
– A Progress Report
When the International Wushu Federation was
first formed in 1990, the inclusion of wushu as
an official sport of the Olympic Program was just
beginning to develop as an idea, an ambition, and
a collective dream of wushu athletes worldwide.
Yet, in just shy of three decades, remarkable
progress has been made, and many significant
milestones have been reached along the long and
winding road to the Olympics.
To date, IWUF has hosted and grown its major
signature events all over the globe, including
14 World Wushu Championships and 6 Junior
World Wushu Championships, and has tracked
steady growth in participation and an increase
in athlete skill levels. The federation has also
built up elite athlete championships including the
Sanda World Cup and Taolu World Cup, and has
created a dedicated tournament for the globally
popular sport of taijiquan in the World Taijiquan
Championships. Wushu is celebrated by many
thousands at the ever-growing sport-for-all event
World Kungfu Championships, which recently
saw its seventh edition in Emeishan, China.
IWUF has gained significant recognition in the
global sport community by successfully getting
wushu added as a competition or exhibition sport
to a number of important and diverse multi-sport
games – including the Asian Games, the Summer
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wushu and olympics
• In 2002 the IOC officially
recognized the IWUF during
its 113th session held in
Salt Lake City, Utah, USA.

• In 2011 wushu was shortlisted for inclusion as an official event
in the 2020 Summer Olympic Games. In 2012 the IWUF made
presentations to the Olympic Program Commission in Lausanne,
Switzerland, and in 2013 to the Executive Board of the IOC in
St. Petersburg. The delegates who attended the bid presentation
included IWUF President Yu Zaiqing, Vice-Presidents Anthony
Goh (USA), Raymond Smith (GBR), and Glen Keith (NZL), along
with Referee Representative Byron Jacobs (CYP), Technical
Representative Luc Bendza (GAB) and Athlete Representative Daria
Tarasova (RUS).

Universiade, the World University

PyeongChang at the 2018 Winter

Championships, the World Games,

Olympics. He heads into a third

the World Combat Games, the

vice presidential term after serving

Lusophonia Games, the Islamic

two stints from 2008-2012, and

Solidarity Games, and the African

then 2014-2018. Yu, who is also

Youth Games.

Vice President of the Beijing 2022
Winter Olympics, has been an IOC

IWUF President Zaiqing Yu keeps

member since 2000.

wushu in the spotlight on the global
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sport stage, and with experience

The collective work of many has

and vision, is at the head of IWUF’s

gone into IWUF’s quantifiable

leadership working for wushu’s

achievements thus far in bringing

Olympic inclusion. He was recently

wushu to the attention of the

re-elected as IOC Vice-President

IOC and the worldwide sporting

at the 132nd IOC Session in

community.
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• In 2014, in conjunction with the Nanjing 2014 Youth Olympic
Games, the IWUF was officially invited to exhibit wushu in the
inaugural IOC Sports Lab, an interactive showcase of four sports
working toward inclusion in the Olympic Games. A delegation of 27
persons including 16 top international athletes from our member
federations participated in this event. It was an opportunity to present
wushu in an Olympic environment, and during 11 days the wushu
showcase drew attention from numerous IOC members, NOC
officials and YOG athletes as well as local participants. The highlight
of the event was when IOC President Thomas Bach paid a visit to
the wushu venue and tried out wushu. Wushu performances were
broadcast to millions of television viewers, gaining wider exposure for
the sport and more prominent recognition in the IOC community.

• In 2008, the Beijing 2008 Wushu Tournament
was held during the Beijing 2008 Olympic Games
as part of its Culture and Education Program.
IOC President Jacques Rogge awarded the first
medal of the event. At the opening ceremony
of the 2008 Games, wushu athletes performed
taijiquan, showcasing wushu to audiences all
over the world. 128 athletes from 43 countries/
regions attended the Wushu Tournament, a
milestone event which greatly raised wushu’s
international profile.

• In August of 2014, the Nanjing
2014 Youth Wushu Tournament
was held as part of the IOC’s
Culture and Education Program.
Medals were awarded by IOC
President Thomas Bach and
IOC Honorary President Dr.
Jacques Rogge. Four additional
IOC members were invited by
President Yu as spectators at
the competition and awarded
medals, generating excellent
media coverage for wushu.

• In 2015 the IWUF made a formal presentation
in Tokyo after wushu was shortlisted as an
Additional Sport for the Tokyo 2020 Olympic
Games. Led by the President of the IWUF
& Vice President of the IOC Yu Zaiqing, the
Wushu Delegation included the Executive Vice
President of the IWUF Anthony Goh, Deputy
Secretary-General Chen Chong, Technical &
Events Manager Byron Jacobs, Russian World
Champion Daria Tarasova, the President of
Japan Wushu Taijiquan Federation Muraoka
Kyuhei, and Japan Wushu Taijiquan Federation
Secretary General Ishihara Yasuhiko.

The IWUF is committed to promote the sport of wushu both to the global sporting community and to the IOC; the Federation
will apply again for wushu’s possible Olympic inclusion in the Paris 2024 Summer Olympic Games.
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2018 World Wushu-Kungfu Day
Saturday, August 11, 2018

Theme: Kungfu in Everyday Life
HOW TO PARTICIPATE

SPORT FOR ALL
WWKD will be celebrated each
year on the first Saturday on or
following August 8th, and will
be accompanied by a theme
each time.
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Demonstrations and
Performances - Show
the local crowd that
Kungfu exists outside
of movies!

Contributing Content Be a “face to wushu”
through photo, video, or
written media!
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Post your photos or viedo
using the hashtag
#WWKD2018
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Athlete Profile
people. But at that school there was also
a wushu class of changquan, so she put
me in that class when I was 4 years old. I
wasn’t really interested in wushu for the
first few years – I felt happier in ballet
lessons because I wanted to be a princess
when I was a kid.”
Regardless of her ballerina dreams, Ayaka
showed some talent in wushu and five
years later it was her chance to shine in
her first competition. She remembers, “I
took part in the the preliminary competition
for the junior national championships, and
I was 9 at that time. I was placed first,
and when I got a gold medal in my hand,
I decided to be a wushu athlete and quit
ballet classes. If I didn’t get any medals
at this competition... I might be a ballet
dancer right now!”

Ayaka Honda
– Japan’s Champion Reflects on
Her Long and Winding Wushu Road

Ayaka Honda has practiced wushu
for 18 years – and she’s only 22, so
undoubtedly she has many more wushu
adventures ahead. We sat down for
a chat with her at the 29th Summer
Universiade, where she won a bronze
medal in the tough competitive field of
changquan. After learning about her
thoughtful sportsman’s philosophy and
impressive work ethic, we look forward
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to a flourishing career from this talented
Japanese athlete.
“I have been attracted to wushu since I
was 4,” Ayaka tells us,“but my life has had
so many ups and downs in my 18 years of
wushu career. Not only have I experienced
happy and exciting events, but also I’ve
felt anger and regrets, and faced so many
difficulties. But I believe that everything
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happens in my life because I need that
experience, and that it will all offer positive
things in my future. Everything has a
meaning that has happened.”
Ayaka first began wushu when she was
a small child, even though she dreamed
of being a ballerina. “My grandma was
learning taiji,” she recalls, “and taiji is very
popular in Japan now especially for elderly

Choosing the path of wushu wasn’t always
easy, and there was a good deal of
sacrifice, along with the benefits. “Wushu
has brought so many things to my life,”
Ayaka reflects.“ Since Japan doesn’t have
a professional team, we don’t have wushu
teams at school, so I needed to take a
two hour train ride to the practice and
spend another two hours to go home after
training in Tokyo. I started that life when
I was 9 and I was in elementary school.
Until I graduated from high school, almost
every day I went straight to practice right
after school and arrived home at around
12 at night. After I entered the university,
I woke up at before 5 in the morning and
went to my part time job to earn money
for everything I needed to practice wushu.
Also I had to go to classes after I got out
of work, and then to practice at night. I can
say wushu was my life.”
Because Ayaka’s house was far from her
practice gym, to continue practicing wushu
wasn’t easy for her, or for her family. “But,”
she notes, “this sport made me aware that
I can do anything for a dream that I really

want to pursue. If you want to achieve a
goal, you can’t just give up even if you are
faced with difficulties. That’s one of the
important beliefs wushu taught me.”
We asked Ayaka what her best or
most memorable wushu experience
has been. After thinking about it, she
said, “I had both bad competitions and
good competitions, but after all the best
experience is not about the result of
competition, it is definitely about the
friendships in this wushu society all around
the world. Since I’ve had chances to
compete in international championships a
few times, I meet awesome athletes from
other countries and areas. Although the
championship has winners and losers,
they are not enemies but absolutely they
are great friends. They all have great
spirits, and respect for all the athletes who
also aim to stand on the top of the podium.
Outside of events, I’ve got so many wushu
friends and I am so thankful to have them
in my life. It’s absolutely one of the best
things I’ve gotten in my wushu career.”

her back on track, and one reward was
the bronze medal she won in changquan
in the inaugural 2017 Universiade wushu
competition. “So now,” she adds,“it’s still
like a dream for me every time I join in
international championships, and I’m glad
that I didn’t give up something I love to
do.”
Although Ayaka would love to be a
professional wushu athlete, Japan’s lack
of having a professional wushu team
precludes this, so after graduating college
she started working for a credit union in
Tokyo this spring. “I will be working in
the daytime and practicing at night,” she
says,“This will be a little bit challenging, I
think but I will give it my best. Of course to
be a strong athlete is one of the goals, but
also, because wushu is not as well known
in Japan, I would be very happy if it gets
to be known better here because of what I
can show people as a champion. It would
be awesome if I could keep improving, and
continue to promote my favorite sport for
Japan and the world.”

Transitioning from a junior athlete to an
adult brought with it challenges of its own,
but the tenacity Ayaka learned early on
stayed with her. “I had one dream since
I was in elementary school,” Ayaka says,
“that I wanted to go to the U.S. to study
abroad. After my first Asian Junior Wushu
Championships in Shanghai in 2011, I still
couldn’t give up that dream, so I decided
to go to the U.S. for a year. I went to the
gym literally everyday, played three sports
in three seasons, and also had wushu
performances in the schools in Michigan.
However I also gained so much weight
and lost a lot of the muscle I had. After I
got back to Japan and started practicing
wushu again, it was so hard to get back
in shape. I didn’t think I was going to be
able to get back on the mat, and I even
thought I had to stop my career at that
point.” Her perseverance in training got
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Elin Öberg
– Sweden’s Champion Brings Viking
Spirit to Sanda

When Elin Öberg burst onto the international
wushu scene in 2015 she brought a little Viking
power with her to put Sweden decisively on the
map of women’s sanda. She won a silver medal
in both the 13th World Wushu Championships
in Jakarta and the 14th World Wushu
Championships in Kazan, both times offering
dynamic, action-packed fights with Chinese
opponents in the thrilling finals of the 56Kg
division. To stay at the top of her game, Elin
trains in multiple disciplines of martial arts, and
she hopes her presence at elite world sanda
events will help inspire up and coming young
female athletes to become contenders on the
leitai.
We caught up with Elin after Kazan to talk about
her sanda fighting career and more.

What brought you to sanda? And what do
you find compelling about the sport?
I just wanted to fight so when I saw the Swedish
Sanda Championship was announced I signed
up. I ended up with a gold medal. That’s when
I got really interested in sanda, and I wanted
to learn more! The year after that, in 2015, I
won my second gold medal in the Swedish
Championship and got to be a member of
the Swedish sanda national team. I started to
train more sanda to prepare for the 13th World
Wushu Championships in Jakarta. I like sanda
because it is an absolute different sport than
Muay Thai or kickboxing – it’s another rhythm.
How do you compare kickboxing to sanda?

How did you first get interested in martial
arts, and how did you start training?
Actually my brother trained in sanda in Sweden
and my mother was training Muay Thai. They
both told me to try it so I went to the Combat
Academy in Stockholm to try it out. They had a
Muay Thai class that I joined and loved it from
the first session! When I first started Muay Thai
in 2012 there was only one other girl in the
class. Today I teach a Muay Thai class for only
girls and there are always around 30 girls on
the mat at once!
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Well, the biggest difference between sanda and
kickboxing are the takedowns and competing
on a platform. And the scoring is totally different
from kickboxing. So I have to change strategy
when I’m fighting sanda.
What have your World Wushu
Championships experiences in 2015 and
2017 been like? What’s your strategy to
win?
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I loved both World Championships. The
competition was amazing. Big thanks to the
IWUF who did a great job and organized it so
well. To fight China both times in the final was
also amazing. I know that they are the best
in the world in almost every weightclass, and
to fight them is always a big challenge. They
know the game. They do what they need to do,
not more, not less. So for me going up against
them I had to go all out trying to beat them
with my own game. But unfortunately many of
my techniques didn’t score enough points. But
to be able to represent Sweden in two World
Championships is amazing, and I am proud and
so grateful to my coaches Anatoli Grigorenko
and Yvonne Lin in the National Team who
believed in me and gave me the chance to do
that!
What’s next for your training as an athlete?
I started training Muay Thai also in 2015
because I wanted to try something new. I have
been to Thailand many times but only once
for a training camp. I love the heat and the
atmosphere but the Muay Thai training there
was very tough, breaking your body down. It’s
not how I train back in Sweden. But the MMA
training was really good and there and there
were many good girls there to spar with.
I don’t think I will ever feel like I’m a complete
fighter. There are so many things to improve,
and I have never been completely satisfied after
a fight -- and that is one thing that is keeping
me motivated to keep doing this. Lately I have
also been training at a Crossfit gym in Sweden
which I really like. Crossfit and fighting are in
many ways the same when it comes to the
intensity and phase, and it is very fun. I think
Crossfit is a good complement to my martial
arts training.

Have you seen the fighting landscape
change for young women since you began
training?

Yes, I have noticed a big difference now
compared to five years ago. Martial arts is getting
more and more accepted. And women are taking
more space and getting more attention in all
media.

What are your goals in training/fighting/
competition?

My goal is to be the best version of me and to
inspire other women to follow their dreams and
goals. To show that anything is possible.
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What do you do outside of martial arts? How
do you balance your training and other parts
of your life?

I’m working at the gym as a personal trainer
and I also teach classes In Muay Thai and
kickboxing. But when I’m not training or working
I spend time with my family and friends. Also I
like to go to my grannie to be with her and the
horses. And I love to bake and eat chocolates!
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Iran’s Golden Sanda Sisters
– Shahrbano Mansourian and Elaheh Mansourian

In the world of sanda fighting, Iranian sisters
Elaheh and Shahrbano Mansourian are
elite champions. Between them they’ve won
dozens of international medals – and they are
also inspiring role models to a new generation
of Iranian girls with Olympic fighting dreams.
Sanda has lifted them out of poverty and
given them professional status and financial
freedom. They are highly recognized and
respected in Iran as pioneering athletes who
bring gold and glory to the nation, and they
also work tirelessly to promote wushu in Iran
and around the region.

grinding poverty they were born into, and also
help their family find a home and security.

Growing up in a poor family with six children,
Elaheh and Shahrbano’s discovery of sanda
fighting took them on an odyssey to become
world champions. As well, they have been
instrumental in demonstrating that technically
women are every bit as exciting to watch fight
sanda as men. The Mansourian sisters have
been critical in this global achievement. The
Iran Wushu Federation was one of the first
to recognize the value of training top level
female sanda fighters, and the success of
the women’s sanda team has helped shine a
spotlight on wushu in Iran, in turn helping the
sport to grow in popularity and government
support there.

Her little sister Elaheh was six years younger.
She was also intrigued by sanda, and she
wanted to join too. What stood in their way
was money. There was only enough to scrape
together for the eldest daughter to go to
wushu school. But when Shahrbano came
back from each class, she taught all the sanda
techniques she learned to Elaheh. Whether it
was from growing up in a tough childhood, or
innate natural talents, or iron-willed discipline
to train for long hours, the pair of sisters were
quickly noticed by the Iran Wushu Federation.

For Elaheh and Sharhbano, becoming sanda
champions was a way to escape from the
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The family didn’t own their own farm but were
tenants in an already poor area. Looking for a
way out, the Mansourian sisters searched for
a sport that could help give them all a better
life. Sharhbano, 31, the eldest, was interested
in karate, but soon turned her attention to
wushu’s full-contact sanda in 2004. She says,
“I always liked fighting since I was a kid, but I
saw that sanda was a suitable way to channel
my energies.”

Shahrbano was the first wushu graduate in
the family, but Elaheh was a prodigy. She
qualified for the national youth team and won
her first wushu medal – a silver -- in Korea’s
Asian Junior Championships in 2007 when
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she was 16. Two years later she was fighting
at the World Wushu Championships in
Canada, and won another silver medal. She
vowed the next would be gold – and she was
right – in 2010 she won a gold medal at the
Sanda World Cup in China. But the following
World Championships in Turkey brought a
disappointing bronze, and Elaheh doubled
down to train harder.
Two years later in Malaysia at the 12th
World Wushu Championships, Elaheh made
it to the finals, and won her fight against a
tough opponent after having her cheekbone
shattered by a kick. She refused to quit the
fight – and won. She was not only a winner,
she was a hero. Pictures of her battered face,
and painful smile as the referee raised her
hand in the ring, flew around the world on the
internet, along with the story of her bravery
and grit. It took her six months to recover.

they are also inspiring
role models to a new
generation of Iranian
girls with Olympic
fighting dreams.

All those years, Shahrbano was at her sister’s
side at most every sanda competition, fighting
2 weight divisions up. It was her golden road
all the way, starting with a gold medal in
Turkey at the World Wushu Championships in
2011, another in 2013 in Malaysia, and again
in 2015 in Jakarta. But her biggest challenge
was defending her title in the 8th Sanda World
Cup in Xi'an, China, which she did in one of
the toughest fights of her career.
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The Mansourian sisters most recently have
celebrated double gold medals in both the
9th Asian Wushu Championships and in
the 14th World Wushu Championships in
Kazan. And back home in Iran, they’ve
come a long way from being poor farm girls.
Finally, there’s security, as well as honor.
As professional athletes they receive a
steady salary from the Sport Ministry. Each
gold medal also comes with a large cash
bonus, which lets the Mansourian sisters
pursue their sport careers and achieve
financial independence.
Shahrbano is married and lives in Isfahan.
Elaheh has opened her own business, a
club for fitness and martial arts, also in
the city of Isfahan. With her earnings, she
supports her whole family since Shahrbano
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got married. Off the leitai, the Mansourian
sisters train daily and mentor younger
women athletes who are hoping to achieve
the same level of world champion. In fact,
they also train their middle sister Soheila
– who is following in their footsteps and
recently took a bronze medal in the last
Asian Wushu Championships.
In Iran Elaheh and Shahrbano are now
famous – their gold medal wins make
the national sport news, and there have
already been three documentaries made
about them. The latest is called “Zero to
Platform” – it recently screened at the Iran
International Documentary Film Festival,
where it won best documentary feature, and
became the most viewed documentary in
Iranian history.
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1st World Traditional Wushu Festival 2004

refinement, he won two medal at the 2nd

have to know all the modern styles because

in Zhengzhou, China. He recalls, “My first

World Taijiquan Championships in Poland.

I am a teacher at our school and teach to

competition was a very special one. Just

others.”

everything was so big and the atmosphere

Wushu has become a lifestyle for Kenny

was amazing. We had a fun team. At nine

beyond the completion carpet. He has

Kenny, still a university student, is studying

years old I was by far the youngest on our

wushu friends all over the world, and he

to teach school in Switzerland, but he has

team, but I enjoyed it very much. Everybody

has traveled multiple times to Beijing,

already become a young wushu leader as a

was nice to me and gave me a lot of

and to Wenxian, Henan, to improve his

coach. “I am not only an athlete now. I think

support.”

nanquan and his Chen Style taijiquan. In

of myself more as a coach,” he says. “I like

both Switzerland and Germany Kenny also

to teach the kids at our school. I also train

Kenny went on competing in taijiquan, in

studied traditional Hung Kuen, to become a

with the competition team from our school.”

Switzerland and in continental events, and

more well-rounded athlete and martial artist.

He adds, “For me wushu is the best sport

he became a double European champion.

For me wushu is the best
sport in the world. Because
there is something for
everybody in it. It’s fast,
elegant, strong, explosive
and in other events slow,
smooth and harmonic.

in the world. Because there is something

But going to the 1st World Taijiquan

“For competitions now I only practice

for everybody in it. It’s fast, elegant, strong,

Championships in China was an eye opener,

taijiquan,” he says. “Mostly Chen style but

explosive and in other events slow, smooth

and an immersion study in the world’s top

occasionally I do other styles as well. For

and harmonic. In some events you have

taiji talent. He didn’t win a medal at that

myself I practice a lot of different things.

to jump but if you don’t like it you can do

event, but the experience was invaluable,

Some nanquan, changquan and also some

traditional styles without those elements.

and he came away with both new knowledge

other traditional styles like Bajiquan and

I can’t imagine a life without wushu. It’s

and a drive to train harder. Two years

Xingyiquan. For me it’s important to not limit

the thing I look forward to most when I’m

later, and after many hours of practice and

myself to only a few competition styles. I also

studying. That’s why I do wushu.”

Kenny Krebs
– Bringing Swiss Wushu and Taijiquan into
the Spotlight

else as well. The older I got the harder the
training became, but I liked it.”
“I think doing wushu was the logical thing
for me to do,” Kenny reflects. “I never
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Taiji athlete Kenny Krebs has recently put

Kenny remembers back to the beginnings

the tiny European nation of Switzerland

of learning wushu in Switzerland. “I think I

on the wushu map, earning the accolade

was about 6 years old when I began formal

of “Athlete of the Year” in 2017 for the city

training,” he says. “Even though both of my

of Berne – the first time a wushu athlete

parents are coaches I started training with

has ever garnered this honor. In a land of

my mom, because she trained all the kids

ski champions one might call this an uphill

at our school. At that time we all learned the

battle, but Kenny thrives on challenges –

basic changquan routines. She was a strict

and wushu.

coach. Not only with me but with everybody
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questioned it. But when I got older I had a
moment when I wanted to stop doing wushu.
That was the first time my mom seriously
disciplined me. She told me that I don’t have
to train much, I don’t even have to be good
at it. But she still wanted me to continue.
Today I am very thankful that she did that.”
Kenny’s first competition event was the
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sonia Grindeanu
– Bringing Wushu to New Heights in Romania

Sonia Grindeanu is one of Romania’s
top champions, and also one of Europe’s
most celebrated and decorated athletes.
These days Sonia takes on both the role of
competitor as well as that of a well-respected
international judge. We had a conversation
with her to discover what drives her as an
athlete, an official, and likely future leader in
her country’s wushu development.
From a very young age, Sonia was destined
to attract attention on the wushu carpet. She
started training wushu formally when she
was 7 with her father as her coach. Her first
wushu competition was, for her a benchmark
event, in 2005 at the Romanian National
Wushu Championships. She was 13 years
old and had been practicing wushu for six
years already. “I enjoyed it very much,”
she recalls, “as I won the gold medal, and I
considered it as a first reward after so many
years of hard work.” “Wushu,” she adds,
“has been part of my life ever since I can
remember, thanks to my father. I can proudly
say that I grew up in the beautiful and big
family of wushu.” Now, 20 years on from her
first competition, Sonia’s laurels include 25
National Romanian Championship titles, and
15 international gold medals.
Sonia has watched with alacrity wushu’s
evolution in Romania. “One can never get
bored in Romania,” she exclaims. “The
society has changed a lot in the last decades
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and this led to changes in wushu’s activity
as well. In the past, sanda used to be
much more popular than taolu in Romania.
However, in the last couple of years, more
and more children have started to take part
in taolu competitions and the level began to
increase considerably. ”
Sonia keeps her perspective on wushu fresh
by taking on new challenges and learning
new things. Now, she says, “I’m currently
mostly practicing taijiquan and traditional
wushu styles for myself. My goals are to
keep competing in some events and to be
a judge in others, so I can further improve
both my sides. Of course, when time allows
me, I love to train sanda and I teach children
changquan.”
Sonia’s wushu odyssey is evidence that a
new generation of experienced leaders in
the sport of wushu is emerging. “I took part
in my first judges course when I was only
14 years old,” she continues, “after I felt I
have been placed much lower than deserved
at an important competition. I wanted to
understand why my score had been so
low and what could I have done or do to
improve my performances in the future.”
Following years of study, Sonia became
an international judge in 2010 at the age of
18, after formal IWUF examinations at the
judges’ course. At the 2014 International
Judges Course in Shanghai, she renewed
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wushu taught
me discipline,
respect and
patience.

her judging license and was given grade A in
taolu judging.
Sonia reflects, “I can honestly say that
a great part of my success following my
judging courses was due to the fact that I
knew the rules of the game; and I strongly
suggest that all high-level athletes should
take part in the judges’ courses, even if they
don’t want to officiate in competitions at first.
It really makes a difference.”
In addition to wushu, Sonia likes to travel,
experience different cultures, and loves the

challenges of learning a foreign language
– she also thanks wushu for helping her
pursue this. No stranger to challenge,
Sonia has graduated with a Bachelor’s
and Master’s degree in Cybernetics and
Statistics and is currently working in that
field. “Besides martial arts techniques and
health benefits,” she says reflectively, “wushu
taught me discipline, respect and patience.
It is definitely not easy but, in my opinion,
an organized person can manage to study,
train and live a happy life at the same time.
Wushu is about balance after all. ”
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Xiaoxiao Lai
– Wushu Star from Anhui, China

Xiaoxiao Lai, 24, is a professional wushu athlete
from Anhui, China. She is a World Champion
(13th World Wushu Championships, 2015) and
World Cup winner (1st Taolu Cup, 2016) in
qiangshu. Xiaoxiao is also a multi-time national
champion. Her most recent competition saw
her place 2nd in the China National Games
in the Female Changquan/Jianshu/Qiangshu
All-Around. Besides her spear, Xiaoxiao is
also usually armed with her bright smile, and
winning, vivacious personality. We caught up
with her to learn her wushu story and thoughts
on what lies ahead in her career.

WUSHU BEGINNINGS IN ANHUI
“I started practicing wushu when I was 7 years
old,” says Xiaoxiao, “and I was selected for the
Anhui professional team at age 10.” She joined
the Anhui professional team in 2003, when her
2nd place performance at an Anhui province
championships caught the attention of the Anhui
professional team; she has been with them ever
since. “I practice changquan (long fist), jianshu
(straightsword, qiangshu (spear), shuangjian
(double straightsword), and yingzhuaquan
(eagle claw).”
“When I was younger,” she recalls,“I really
liked running and jumping, so my mother and
father hoped I could practice sports. I was
very interested in wushu after watching kungfu
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movies, so I told my mother and father I wanted
to practice wushu. At that time, they just thought
it would help me keep a healthy body, so they
allowed me to go to a wushu school. That’s
how I started learning wushu. As I grew older,
I became more and more interested in wushu,
had my own goals, and began to feel wushu
was not just my livelihood, but something I
really enjoyed practicing.”
Xiaoxiao continues, “It was the period of
time when I first entered the team, from 10 to
13 years old, that it felt like fun. I didn’t think
training was hard . But from 14 to 19, those five
years, I felt more pressure and was nervous
for competition, because I was older, so during
sometimes during competitions I would make
mistakes or have more trouble. So during that
era I was not as interested in wushu and wanted
to quit at times. But once you start getting good
results you see your hard work pay off.”

PROFESSIONAL WUSHU YEARS
For the past five years Xiaoxiao has dedicated
herself to being a professional wushu athlete.
She says, “Now, it’s something that I really
really want to do. Everyday there is something
new to learn and improve. Besides the highlight
of competition, even during training I still find
myself very happy to have this experience.”
Before Xiaoxiao joined the Anhui Province
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professional team she was already living
away from home at her first wushu school in
Guangde (her hometown).“My parents would
come visit me once or twice a month,” she
remembers.“Training was from 6 AM - 7 AM.
From 8 AM we went to school until 4 PM. After
school, we would start training wushu again.”
“We only did performances during that time,
a lot of them - no competitions,” she recalls.“I
only learned barehand basics and traditional
barehand forms (Xiaohongquan). It was during
that time that I developed my expressiveness.
Wushu was just a hobby back then. I didn’t
have any thoughts about joining a professional
team. Back then there was an auntie who
helped us wash our clothes, but aside from that
we were responsible for ourselves. I cried a lot
back then as I missed my mother and father.”
At age 9, Xiaoxiao’s mom thought she
shouldn’t spend any more time on wushu.
Says Xiaoxiao, “She wanted me to focus on
my studies more. But my first teacher thought I
had potential and good aptitude for wushu, and
wanted me to keep training. So my first teacher
took me to another school in Hefei (capital of
Anhui) four hours away. My mother said she’d
give me one year to train in Hefei and that if I
couldn’t handle it, I’d have to come home and
focus on my studies.”
Her training at this new school was very
serious. “I started learning weapons at the
second school,” she says.“Training there was

generations. Xiaoxiao says, “Ma Lingjuan isn’t
just my ‘sister’ but also my mentor. Someone
I can compete against, but also to emulate.
She is older than me by 7 years. From 2007 –
from when I first started competing at the adult
level – to 2013 when she retired we competed
together. I was always looking up to her. She
was a close friend of mine, but because she
was 7 years older than me I had to pay her
more respect. I feel my whole team’s athletes
are very friendly with each other. If we aren’t
friendly with each other, then everyone will not
be happy together in training.”

ENGLISH – AND OTHER
CHALLENGES

much tougher and the coach would often
discipline me by hitting my back, as I was a
bit lazy and relaxed. I’m very thankful to her
though as she taught me optional changquan,
as well as compulsory forms and nandu. That
winter I went to compete in the Anhui province
championships for the first time and I caught
the attention of my current coach (Sheng
Guo).”

At international competitions Xiaoxiao is known
for her friendly and outgoing nature, her wushu
friendships across national boundaries, and
her excellent English skills that help make
her media savvy. “I studied English a lot,” she
notes,“and took private classes at night for a
number of years. It was very tough to study
after being exhausted from training. In addition
I practice with friends and foreign athletes who
come to Hefei to train.”
Despite being a star athlete and champion,

Xiaoxiao still faces challenges during training.
“When I make mistakes during nandu,” she
says,“my coach will get mad at me and I’ll
become sad. Then I’ll think ‘it’s not because
I didn’t want to do it well, I really did try. But
he still gets mad at me. Also when you have
trouble (outside of training), you find it difficult
to focus on training (which is still mandatory
and tough).” She also has sports injuries to
contend with, in particular a serious lower back
injury she sustained last summer. “I almost
could not train at all,” she recalls, “and every
day I needed to undergo acupuncture. A few
times I underwent needle knife acupuncture.
It was very unpredictable but extremely
excruciating pain. We still go in for regular
treatment whenever we have smaller knocks.”

WUSHU GOALS
“My dream,” Xiaoxiao tells us, “is to compete
in the 2018 Asian Games this summer so that
I am able to show my full potential. It would
mean a lot to me to represent China on that
stage, to compete alongside my fellow Olympiclevel compatriots. I am also hoping I can
continue my studies by applying to graduate
school.”

WINTER TRAINING
In the cold climate of Anhui, the winter training
plan is designed to improve an athlete’s
conditioning and power. Notes Xiaoxiao, “If you
quickly train a lot without good conditioning, you
will easily injure yourself. We lift weights and
run between half an hour to an hour three times
a week. When we train in forms during winter
we won’t do full sets. Only when it’s close to
competition will we do full sets. All of our event
skills we will practice more, and nandu will
practice more, but not completely combined;
just one part by one part. Winter training just
focuses on this aspect.”
One of Xiaoxiao’s inspirations is her older
teammate Ma Lingjuan, one of the most
decorated Anhui athletes from previous
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What qualities does sanda have that attract
you?
Sanda contains full-contact techniques including
punching, kicking, throwing and wrestling.
It is a symbol of power. It also requires the
practitioners to have good physical ability,
unyielding perseverance, strong will and clever
minds. Sanda is the quintessence of Chinese
culture. As a Chinese person, I think I should
support this sport and have the responsibility to
promote it.

The 14th WWC was my first time to represent
my country and to compete with other top
athletes outside China. I felt very proud and
cherished this chance given by my country. I
was fighting for the national glory. Through my
competitions, I wanted to show the Chinese
spiritual vigor and let the international spectators
really know what sanda is.

How do you improve your sanda
techniques?

You have won the gold at 14th WWC. Is this
your proudest achievement?

The secret is to keep practicing every day. And
as a combat sport, sanda practitioners can only
improve their techniques through real fighting.

My proudest achievement is being awarded
the honor “Excellent Athlete of the Year 2016”
granted by the General Administration of
Sport of China. But the honors and successes
become the past from the moment I get off the
podium. I have to work harder to get to a higher
level.

When did you first take part in a high-level
international sanda competition?

Xiang Ye

I didn’t think I’d have the ability to attend
international sanda competitions until I qualified
to participate in the 8th Sanda World Cup in
2016, in Xi’an, China. This was my international
debut. Winning a gold medal really surprised
a 21 year-old boy! I felt I made a good dream
come true, and just like a pie from the sky it hit
me.

- Shaolin Kungfu Panda
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What does it mean to you to win at the 14th
World Wushu Championships in Kazan,
Russia?

At the 14th World Wushu

on the leitai. His decisive win over a

Championships in Kazan spectators

famous Iranian multiple gold medalist

enjoyed a lot of lively sanda action, but

brought cheers and applause and Ye,

the last fight of the evening – the 90+kg

experiencing a World Championships

heavyweight bout – brought down

gold medal win for the first time, beamed

the house. In fact, Xiang Ye, China’s

and picked up his coach in victorious

breakout new sanda star, perhaps could

delight.

have literally brought down the house

We caught up with him after Kazan and

with all the power and skill he displayed

asked him about his life in wushu.
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How does wushu sanda influence you?
How did you begin your wushu career?
At first, I attended the Shaolin Tagou Wushu
School in Henan Province, and I was attracted
to it for its fame. At that time I was especially
fat, so I practiced wushu to lose weight and to
achieve my father’s kungfu dream.

From the first day when I began to learn
sanda, my coach told us we should first learn
the moral code of wushu before learning
wushu techniques. Sanda needs constant and
repeated training. Practicing wushu for a long
time can be boring, so it is a good exercise for
people’s resilience.
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NOT EVERYONE KNOWS THAT General
Falconi was one of the integral
founding fathers of the IWUF, and
that his sustained attention and
enthusiasm may have markedly
accelerated the formation of the
FEDERATION.

General Giuseppe Falconi
A Look at One of the IWUF’s Remarkable Founders
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At the 14th IWUF Congress in Kazan

being a nurturing force of modern sport

Italian Wushu Federation, and the

Russia, General Giuseppe Falconi

wushu for the past 5 decades and

extended family of the European Wushu

was awarded the title of Honorary

helping launchits popularity around the

Kungfu Federation, have also resulted

Executive Board Member of the IWUF

world, he is always modest and self-

in an impressive and significant growth

The Life of General Falconi
Giuseppe Falconi was born in Rome,

and Commander of the Company of

Italy in 1939, and after high school

Italian Special Forces. In these roles

he embarked on his military career.

he was also an instructor of static line

He seemed destined for a glamorous

parachuting, free fall jumping and

contributions to the Federation and the

life of military adventure which saw

HALO jumping, and achieved a first

sport of wushu. No one would argue

him ultimately rise through the ranks

class in ski patrol. As well, he was

that General Falconi richly deserved

to become a General. He with the

Brevet officer of underwater demolition

this honor, as he is well-known and

Italian Special Forces Army of the

in the Italian Navy Military school, and

admired by many in the wushu world;

Folgore Brigade from 1965-1999, and

Brevet single pilot of single engine

but not everyone knows that General

his specializations included being

airplanes. Not least, he received wings

Falconi was one of the integral

Commander of the Fantery troops,

from England, France and USA.

founding fathers of the IWUF, and that

Commander of the armed tanks,

by President Yu Zaiqing, in recognition

effacing. General Falconi’s continual

of the Italian general’s outstanding

efforts to promote and grow his own

of wushu on the European continent.

his sustained attention and enthusiasm

Wushu Career – From Italy to the World

may have markedly accelerated the
formation of the IWUF. In addition to

Remembering the Birth of the IWUF
“I remember clearly the birth of the

who informed us there was not yet an

and initial Technical Regulations,

IWUF,” General Falconi tells us,“

international wushu federation. We

but the process was well underway.

and one of my best memories is

were very surprised! Dan Situ and I

Finally, in Beijing in October 1990 the

my involvement in the Federation’s

then made a formal request to found

International Wushu Federation was

the International Wushu Federation,

founded.”

and this request was welcomed by the
two CWA leaders – who assured us it
was time to create the Federation.”
General Falconi continues, “In March
of 1985 the first official meeting of the
Preparatory Committee of the future
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emergence and growth. In fact, at the

IWUF was held in Xi'an, China. It

beginning of 1983, I convinced my

was composed of President Xu Cai,

friend and wushu brother Dan Sita to

General Secretary Zhao Shuangjin,

go to Beijing to visit the Chinese Wushu

and members Raymond Smith (GBR),

Association to examine the possibility

Kyuhei Muraoka (JPN), Nick Gracenin

of our Italian Wushu Federation

(USA), and myself. I received this

being part of an international wushu

position because my friend Dan Sita

organization. To our surprise, when

preferred not to be a politician, but to

we arrived in Beijing at the CWA, we

only teach wushu. Many meetings of

were met by then President Xu Cai

the Preparatory Committee were carried

and General Secretary Zhao Shuangjin

out to write the IWUF Constitution
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General Falconi’s dedication to wushu ran

1990. From 1990-2011 General Falconi was

by organizing and hosting the 4th World Wushu

parallel to his dedication to the military and to

committed to offering his unflagging service to

Championships – the debut of this pinnacle

his country. From 1965-1982 he was President

the Federation and was appointed as a member

Championships on the European continent.

of the Wushu National Academy in Bologna,

of the IWUF Executive Board.

and in 1983 was a central founder of the Italian

General Falconi’s experience as a leader,

As wushu steadily grew and developed into
the 21st century, so too did General Falconi

WushuKungfu Federation, where he was elected

manager and planner in the military gave him

keep Italy at the forefront, hosting the 1st

President from 1983-2008. In 1985 General

the ideal qualifications to organize wushu

International Mediterranean Cup in Catania

Falconi was also a central architect of the

events. In 1989 he organized the 3rd European

in 2004, and the 2nd European Youth Wushu

founding of the European Wushu Federation,

Wushu Championships in Chieti, Italy, and event

Championships there the following year.

and from 1985-2006 he was an EWUF Vice

he ran again in Rome for its 6th edition in 1996.

Finally, in 2006, as he was nearing official

President. As noted above, he spent five years

In 1995 he put on the 1st International Wushu

retirement but never tiring of wushu, General

working on the Preparatory Committee of the

Conference in Rome. Two years later, in 1997,

Falconi organized the 11th European Wushu

IWUF, and was in Beijing to witness its birth in

the General brought international acclaim to Italy

Championships in Ligano Udine.

Wushu Sport Awards and Continued Passion
Among the wushu and sporting

General Falconi as IWUF Honorary Executive

community in Italy, Europe and

Board Member in Kazan in September 2017,

internationally, General Falconi has

the entire IWUF Congress burst into loud and

become a revered figure – even

long applause, showing their deep respect and

something of a legend-among his

love for this unofficial “General” of wushu who

peers. Some awards he has received

has given so much to the sport over the past

include the Knight of “EWUF” merit

five decades. Though now retired, General

order, the Silver Medal of the Italian

Falconi is still a staunch and lively supporter

Olympic Committee, an Honorary

of the wushu community, and a respected and

6th Duan by the EWUF, an Honorary

beloved presence at many international wushu

Member of EWUF (2008), and an

events. His passion for wushu, which has

Honorary the Member of the IWUF in

dedicated his life to, only continues to grow,

2011. When President Yu announced

and inspires us all.
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Get Ready for BrASILIA

7th World
Junior Wushu
Championships
July 9-16, 2018
Brasilia, Brazil
The excitement is growing as Brazil’s capital city Brasilia
prepares to welcome the highest competitive level within the
sport of wushu amongst its junior athletes to Latin America
for the first time.
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Competition Venu
The gymnasium was inaugurated
on April 21, 1973, with a seating
capacity for 24,000 spectators. Its

Qualifying NF Events for 7th WJWC
Various events were organized by the official IWUF member federations/associations for the junior athletes to qualify for the Brasilia 2018 WJWC.

first event was the 1st International
Soccer Championship in which
Palmeiras, Corinthians, Grajaú
Tenis Clube (RJ), SUMOV of
Ceará, Minas Brasilia Tenis Clube,
and the Paraguayan National Team

This competition was held from March 23-25,
2018 in Aktau, Kazakhstan. Three hundred
and fifty athletes (228 sanda athletes
and 122 taolu athletes) from 11 regions
competed in sanda and taolu events.

participated. President Medici, who
originally gave his name to the
gym, was present.

Logo

Kazakhstan
National
Junior Wushu
Championships

Mascot

The 7th WJWC logo is associated

The maned wolf is a

with two main concepts:

native species from South

movement, essential characteristic of the sport of Wushu; and

America, and was chosen

preservation, representing the threatened species known as the

as the mascot for two main

maned wolf.

reasons: the maned wolf is
a threatened species that

The logo colors (green, yellow, and blue) are part of the Brazilian

needs to be preserved, and

flag and commonly used by many national sports teams to

among the many species

represent the country internationally.

of Brazilian animals it is

Each color of the Brazilian flag has its own meaning: green

one of the unique ones

represents the forests; yellow represents the mineral resources,

found in the central area of

and blue represents the many rivers. The written part is the

the country, where the host

national slogan “Order and progress”, and each star represents

26th JOC Junior
Olympic Cup Wushu
Tournament
This tournament took
place from March 31-April
1, 2018, in Amagasaki,
Japan, attracting 728
athletes and almost 3000
audience.

city of Brasilia is located.

one of the Brazilian states.

Chilean
Junior Wushu
Championships
This competition was
held on April 8th,
2018 in Santiago,
Chile. Eighty athletes
participated in this
event.

Welcome Message from the LOC
The World Junior Wushu Championships is a competition of great importance, in which we will receive the best youth athletes from all
over the world. It is where the new generation of wushu presents itself and where the future idols of sport wushu are revealed.

"This event was born as a dream, to promote wushu in the new generations of children. Now we have athletes in different categories and
We have been working hard and we will spare no effort to ensure a very well organized and exciting event, and hope everyone have

this will continue to grow! We know that 4 junior athletes will go to the World Junior Wushu Championships to Brazil in July of this year."

a pleasant and warm stay in Brazil. May everyone return home with great memories and new friends.

–Chilean Wushu Federation

We look forward to seeing you all in Brazil!
Marcus Vinicius F. Alves
President, Brazilian Wushu Confederation
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Social Wall

What's
trending?

Michelle Yeung

Sergey Sukhovey is with Brandon Sugiyama and 4 others.

3 hrs

15 November 2017·

The 1st Wushu Sanda Asian @ Wushu Team of Hong
Kong China
第一屆亞洲杯武術散打比賽 @ 香港武術隊
Honored to attend the performance 出彩武術人
☆ Hope Wushu meet into Olympic Games

At the last World Kungfu Championships I had many
meetings with friends from all over the world. It was very
cool!
Unfortunately, I couldn’t pay attention to everyone, I was
just concentrated on the competition. And my English still
doesn’t allow me to communicate fluently. But I promise
that I will continue to improve my English.
Friends who have photos with me, please send me
photos or mark me!

the lastest social wall
about wushu on the
SOCIAL MEDIA all around
the world

Facebook.com/groups/iwufwushu

Jose Del Castillo Plasabas Jr.

is feeling motivated.

Yesterday at 07:15·Cagayan de Oro, Philippines·

Jurgens Lamprecht

Practice nata kay balos ta sa Baguio! ;D

3 April 2017·

#WushuFam

What a power Wushuday!! The South African Wushu Federation
hosted an "Open Training Day" to celebrate its Anti-racism
in Sport Campaign. Various provinces throughout South
Africa (some as far as KZN and Eastern Cape) sent their
representatives to be part of a day filled with demonstrations as
well as Taiji Quan, Chang Quan, Sanda fighting and Defence
training. Sport has such a unique way to unite people and the
SAWF is fully committed to bring Wushu (Kung-Fu) to everybody
who wishes to learn, regardless of race, gender, age or where in
the country you live in. A massive thank you to everybody who
helped me make this event a reality. Rutendo Ngara and Tammy
Davey were unstoppable once they sunk their teeth into this
project. A wonderful day all round. Jia You Nan Fei!! (Go South
Africa Go!!)

Ambreen Lftikhar

#TrainHardFightEasy

Guido Ferrari
5 Octoer 2017·

Congratulations International Wushu Federation - IWUF,
Excellent and many thanks for allowing us to share with
our Sisters and Brothers around the World in such an
Honorable and Beautiful Family, Honor and Respect to
ALL, PEACE to Eternity!!

is feeling proud.

21 September 2017·

Punjab Wushu Girls Championship in Gujranwala under the Gujranwala Division
secretary Hafiz Imtiaz & mrs Rubab Mohsin all championship held by women wing
all officials & referre were women.

Jurgens Lamprecht
30 August 2017·

Judging Sanda fighting at the Universiade in Taiwan was fantastic. Wushu is
growing all over the World. A huge thank you to the IWUF for inviting me to judge
at this prestigious event. Jia You!!
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